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subm., Frings+2017, Macciò+2017)
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dwarf galaxy populationThe early stellar disc

the peanut bulgethe stellar disc

•spatial distribution (Buck+2015,2016)

•environmental effects (Buck+2018b 

subm., Frings+2017, Macciò+2017)

•morphology, kinematics

•formation 


(Buck+2018a, Buck+2018c to be subm.)

How did the Milky Way form?

•structure in position and 
abundance space

•thin and thick disc

  (Buck+ in prep.)

The early stellar disc
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Numerical Investigation of a 
Hundred Astronomical Objects
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The NIHAO Simulation suite
125 zoom-in simulations from Milky-Way mass to dwarf galaxies scales 

SPH - Gasoline2
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g8.26e11

NIHAO I: Wang+15

(82 galaxies in this plots)


image: Buck

(Wadsley+2017)
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Simulation Physics
GASOLINE2.1  

smooth particle hydrodynamics 
„modern“ implementation of hydrodynamics, 

metal diffusion 

gas cooling  
via hydrogen, helium and various metal lines 

 gas heating  
via Photoionisation from the UV background

self consistent star formation 
from cold dense gas 
nth=10 particles/ccm

early stellar feedback  
and SN feedback 
(energy + metals)

1

2

3 4

CLUES 2018 - TenerifeTobias Buck

Shen+2010, Haardt&Madau 2012

Stinson+2006 Stinson+2013

Wadsley+2017, Keller+2014

star formation regions

image size: 50x50 kpc
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High-resolution hydro simulations 
of MW mass galaxies

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
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Why fully cosmological, high-
resolution, hydro simulations?

A: dwarf galaxy population 
B: stellar disc structure 

 8
g8.26e11 image: Buck
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Gravitational softening and

particle masses:

• dark matter: 400 pc, 1.5 x 105 M


• gas: 180 pc, 2.8 x 104 M


• stars: 180 pc, 9300 M

High-resolution Simulations
7 Zoom-in simulations:  4 done, 3 at z=1  

and more to come

 10

g2.79e12

g1.12e12

g7.08e11

g7.66e11g8.26e11

~ 3 x 107 particles 
~ 8 x 106 star particles 
~ 107 gas particles 

halo masses: 5 x 1011 to 2.8 x 1012 M☉                          

similar zoom-in projects: Aumer+2013, Latte-project (Wetzel+2016), Apostle (Sawala+2016), 

                                     Auriga (Grand+2017)

☉

☉

☉
image: Buck

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife

g8.26e11
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dwarf galaxy populationThe early stellar disc

the peanut bulgethe stellar disc

•spatial distribution

•environmental effects

•morphology, kinematics

•formation 

How did the Milky Way form?

•high-redshift clumpy 
galaxies

•structure in position and 
abundance space

•thin and thick disc
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High-resolution hydro simulations 
of MW mass galaxies:  

Can we reproduce the Local Group 
dwarf galaxy population?

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
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The missing satellites problem
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Kravtsov+2004

increasing mass
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Satellite stellar mass function
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g8.26e11

350 kpc

g8.26e11

Baryonic effects leave haloes dark

see also: Simpson+ 2017, Sawala+2016, Wetzel+2016,

Buck+2018b subm.
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simulations and observations agree
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Buck+2018b subm.

simulated 
satellites
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Line-of-sight velocity dispersions of 
simulations and observations agree
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Buck+2018b subm.
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Can we reproduce the Local 
Group dwarf galaxy population? 

YES! 

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
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What can we learn from these 
simulations about Local Group 

dwarf galaxies?

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
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Can we identify backsplash galaxies

 20

stellar light, 800x800 kpc 
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Buck+2018b subm.

Backsplash galaxies lost mass 
during the close encounter with MW

see also: 

Knebe+ 2011
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Buck+2018b subm.

Can we identify backsplash galaxies

see also: Teyssier+ 2012
CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
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Reproducing the Local Group 
dwarf galaxy population

• number, mass and structure of simulated 
dwarf galaxies agree well with observed 
relations 

• backsplash galaxies are common and they 
can be strongly affected by the host 

• Identification of backsplash galaxies 
possible e.g. via distance and radial 
velocity

 23CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
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dwarf galaxy populationThe early stellar disc

the peanut bulgethe stellar disc

•spatial distribution

•environmental effects

•morphology, kinematics

•formation 

How did the Milky Way form?

•high-redshift clumpy 
galaxies

•structure in position and 
abundance space

•thin and thick disc
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Reproducing the central region of 
the Milky Way:  

the peanut-shaped bulge

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
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The peanut-shaped bulge is 
caused by the bar seen edge-on!
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NASA/JPL Caltech 
R. Hurt g2.79e12
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The peanut-shaped bulge is 
caused by the bar seen edge-on!

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife

NASA/JPL Caltech 
R. Hurt g2.79e12

8 kpc
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The peanut-shaped bulge is 
caused by the bar seen edge-on!

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife

image field of view:

80x40 degree

Buck+2018a
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The formation scenario of the 
peanut bulge!

 28
g8.26e11

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
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Buck+2018c to be subm.

 29

Kinematic Decomposition

Tobias Buck 27.07.18CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
decomposition: Obreja+(incl. Buck) 2018
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Buck+2018c to be subm.
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Kinematic Decomposition

Tobias Buck 27.07.18CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
decomposition: Obreja+(incl. Buck) 2018
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Different properties for peanut and 
spherical component

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife

Buck+2017
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Different properties for peanut and 
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Buck+2017
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Birth properties of peanut and 
spherical bulge stars are different

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife

Buck+2017
Buck+2018c to be subm.

birth position birth angular momentum
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Reproducing the peanut 
shaped bulge of the MW

• first cosmo sim to reproduce key features 
of the peanut shaped bulge of the MW 

• morphology and kinematics are well in 
agreement with observations of the MW 

• Prediction: two kinematically different bulge 
components present in the MW 

• peanut bulge stars have on av. higher birth 
angular momentum and larger birth radii

 32CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
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dwarf galaxy populationThe early stellar disc

the peanut bulgethe stellar disc
•first cosmo sim reproducing MW 
bulge (Buck+2018a, Buck+2018c to be subm.)

•2 kinematically distinct bulge 
comps.

How did the Milky Way form?

•correct number, mass and 
structure of dwarf galaxies 
(Buck+2018b subm.)
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State of the art simulations: realistic! 
Use them with up-coming Galactic 

surveys!

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
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Questions: 

• What is the influence of (internal) secular evolution as opposed to 

(external) environmental effects?

Which information can we extract 
from the structure of the stellar disc?

see also: Aumer+2014 (simulations), Terrazas+2016 (semi-analytic models)

image: Buck Buck+2018b

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
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The structure of the whole MW 
stellar disc will be measured

Gaia —> 5+1D phase space coordinates (25th of April 2018) 

APOGEE2 + 4MOST + Galah —> chemical abundances 

KEPLER + APOGEE (Cannon) —> ages

 36

APOGEE-Gaia sample RAVE-Gaia sample

GCS data (Hipparcos satellite) - 
the only pre-Gaia sample with 
good proper motions

image credit: Ivan Minchev
movie: T. Buck, G. Stinson

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife
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The structure of the whole MW 
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The structure of the whole MW can 
be kinematically defined and studied

 37
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4MOST
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The structure of the whole MW can 
be kinematically defined and studied
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4MOST

CLUES 2018 - Tenerife

thin disc bar bulge

thick disc

stellar halo
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dwarf galaxy populationThe early stellar disc

the peanut bulgethe stellar disc
•first cosmo sim reproducing MW 
bulge (Buck+2018a, Buck+2018c to be subm.)

•2 kinematically distinct bulge 
comps.

How did the Milky Way form?

•realistic stellar discs

•great potential combined 
with upcoming surveys

•correct number, mass and 
structure of dwarf galaxies 
(Buck+2018b subm.)
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State of the art simulations: realistic! 
Use them with up-coming Galactic surveys!



Extra Material
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the signature of stripping
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Buck+2018b subm.

KoCo - MPIA
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Mass-metallicity relation of dwarf 
galaxies:

 42
g8.26e11

Buck+2018 to be subm.

KoCo - MPIA
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The peanut/X-shaped morphology 
shows strong age dependence

KoCo - MPIA

Buck+2017

side-on view side-on view

Buck+2018a
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Buck+2018 to be subm.

Need to update the chemical 

enrichment implementation

Mass-metallicity relation of dwarf 
galaxies:

KoCo - MPIA
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Defining 3 dwarf galaxy population:

 45
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Buck+2018 to be subm.
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The „observed“ clumpy fraction of 
NIHAO
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MW’s Stellar Disc Structure

 47
g8.26e11

& Bovy 2013), who model the observed rate of stars in the joint
parameter space of position, magnitude, color, and metallicity
using a Poisson process. Best-fit parameters and their
uncertainties for parameterized spatial profiles are obtained
by sampling this Poisson process’ likelihood of the observed
data multiplied with an uninformative prior. As discussed by
Bovy et al. (2014) and above, for the RC stars we determine the
absolute magnitude MH as a function of color ( )-J Ks 0 and
metallicity [ ]Fe H ; therefore, almost the same methodology for
fitting the spatial profiles of RC stars applies here as was used
by Bovy et al. (2012c) to analyze G dwarfs (whose absolute
magnitude Mr was similarly determined from the color
( )-g r 0 and [ ]Fe H ).

In the present application, we therefore model the
rate function ( ∣ )l qO that is a function of

( [ ] [ ])= -O l b D H J K, , , , , Fe Hs 0 , and is parameterized by
parameters θ; ( ∣ )l qO is given by

( )

( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ∣ ( )∣
( [ ] [ ]∣ ) ( )

*l q n q
r

= ´
´ - ´

1

O X Y Z J X Y Z l b D
H J K X Y Z S l b H
, , , , ; , ,

, , Fe H , , , , ,s 0

where (·∣ )*n q is the spatial density in Galactocentric rectangular
coordinates ( )X Y Z, , that we are ultimately most interested in
and that depends on parameters θ, ∣ ( )∣J X Y Z l b D, , ; , , is the
Jacobian of the transformation between ( )X Y Z, , and ( )l b D, , ,

( [ ] [ ]∣ )r -H J K X Y Z, , Fe H , ,s 0 is the density of stars in
magnitude–color–metallicity space, and ( )S l b H, , is the
survey selection function (the fraction of stars from the
underlying population of potential targets observed by the
survey). In APOGEE, the survey selection function is a
function of position on the sky, is constant with (l, b) within an
APOGEE field, and is a piecewise-constant function of
apparent H-band magnitude because targets were sampled in

magnitude bins. The APOGEE selection function is deter-
mined, tested, and discussed in detail in Section4 of Bovy
et al. (2014). For the present work, we have updated the
selection function to the full three-year data set presented
in DR12.
As in Bovy et al. (2012c), the rate has an additional

amplitude parameter. To remove this parameter from further
consideration, we marginalize the probability of the parameters
of the rate function over the amplitude of the rate. The
marginalized likelihood can be written as

( ) ( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( )*$ òåq n q l q= -⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥X Y Z dO Oln , , ln . 2
i

i i i

In this expression, we have made use of the fact that the rate
( ∣ )l qOi only depends on θ through (·∣ )*n q and therefore the
( ∣ )*n qX Y Z, ,i i i is the only factor in ( ∣ )l qOi that depends on θ;

the other factors can be dropped. The integral in this equation is
the effective volume of the survey that provides the normal-
ization of the rate likelihood. It does not depend on the
individual data point, but is instead a property of the whole
survey for a given model specified by θ.
Equation (2) is similar to the equivalent likelihood in Bovy

et al. (2012c; their Equation (8)). The only significant
difference between the two expressions is that the APOGEE
selection function depends on the apparent magnitude H that is
not corrected for extinction, while the SEGUE selection was
performed in extinction-corrected magnitude. Therefore, to
calculate the normalization integral in Equation (2) we require a
model for the three-dimensional distribution of extinction AH to
convert the model prediction’s H0 to H. We discuss the
methodology for efficiently calculating the effective volume for
different types of surveys in Bovy et al. (2016). For a pencil-
beam survey like APOGEE, for which we can assume that the
density is constant over the area of each field, the effective
volume can be efficiently computed as

ð3Þ

where ( )Dlocation, is the effective selection function. For
APOGEE, this is given by

ð4Þ
where the sum is over the different magnitude bins,
[ ]H H,k kmin, max, , that stars are selected in along each line of
sight. The numerator ( ( ) )W - < < -H H A D H Hk H kmin, 0 max, 0

is the area of the APOGEE field in question, with AH between
the given boundaries, and the denominator Wf is the total area
of the field. ( )S klocation, is the APOGEE survey selection
function, i.e., the fraction of potential targets with APOGEE
spectroscopic observations in each magnitude bin. This
equation assumes that the RC is a standard candle with

= -M 1.49H , allowing us to compute ( )H D0 . Bovy et al.

Figure 5. Distribution of the 14,699 stars in the APOGEE-RC sample used in
this paper in the plane defined by the iron abundance, [ ]Fe H , and the average
abundance of α elements (see text). A linear binned density representation is
used for the 68% of the distribution that is contained within the shown contour.
The dashed lines delineate the boundaries of the four broad subsamples that we
study in Section 4, which we denote with the given moniker.
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we employ the flaring model of Equation (7) (the flaring
profile is explored in more detail for the MAPs below using
the alternative flaring models). An alternative model is that
each subsample consists of the sum of two exponentials
(the model of Equation (9)); this model does not fit as well
(see Table 1). We have also fit a generalized model where
the vertical profile consists of the sum of two exponentials
that flare exponentially with the same scale length. In all
cases, the best fit for this general model reverts to that of the
single-exponential, flaring model. All of the low-[ ]a Fe
subsamples are consistent with a common flaring scale
length of » -- -R 0.1 kpcflare

1 1. We refine this measurement
in Section 5.2 below.

Like for the surface-density profile, the high-[ ]a Fe
subsample is consistent with the simplest model, in this case
a single vertical exponential with a constant hZ(R). That is, we
see with high confidence that the high-[ ]a Fe subsample does
not display the same kind of flaring as the low-[ ]a Fe
subsamples, but hZ(R) is instead constant. We refine the
quantitative constraint in Section 5.2 below.

5. THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF MAPS

In this section we repeat the density fits from the previous
section, but we perform them on abundance-selected sub-
samples that are narrower in [ ]Fe H and [ ]a Fe . That is, we use
MAPs, defined here as abundance bins with widths of

[ ]D =Fe H 0.1 dex and [ ]aD =Fe 0.05 dex. We do not
make use of other abundances for defining MAPs, but stress
that our empirical description does not assume chemical
homogeneity beyond ([ ] [ ])aFe H , Fe . As discussed at the
end of Section 2.2, these widths are about twice as large as the
uncertainties in these quantities and the contamination between
MAPs is therefore small. Because of the small number of stars
in the statistical APOGEE-RC at high [ ]a Fe , we perform fits
for MAPs with at least 15 stars; the measurements for MAPs
with so few stars are noisy, but informative enough to help
establish trends. We again discuss the results for the surface-
density and vertical profiles separately, but both were measured
simultaneously for all MAPs.

5.1. The Surface-density Profile

Inspired by the fits to the broad abundance-selected
subsamples in Section 4.1, we fit a broken-exponential ( )S R
to each well-populated MAP. We constrain these broken-
exponential models to have an inner profile that is increasing
with R and an outer profile that is decreasing, although the vast
majority of MAPs have well constrained profiles without this
prior constraint that satisfy it. For MAPs that are best fit as a
single exponential, this constraint forces Rpeak to lie at small R;
without this constraint, the fit would have a degeneracy
between very small Rpeak and very large Rpeak (as long as Rpeak
is outside of the observed volume). We always use the
combined Marshall et al. (2006) and Green et al. (2015)
extinction map, which provided the best fit to the broad
subsamples above.
We display the dependence on ([ ] [ ])aFe H , Fe of the peak

of ( )S R in Figure 10. We determine Rpeak typically to 0.3 kpc,
while the range of Rpeak covers about 8 kpc. Thus, the smooth
trends seen in Figure 10 are determined at high significance.
These more detailed results confirm the behavior found for the
broad subsamples in Section 4.1. Low-[ ]a Fe MAPs have an
increasing Rpeak with decreasing [ ]Fe H , ranging from

»R 5 kpcpeak at the highest [ ]Fe H , to »R 13 kpcpeak at the
lowest [ ]Fe H . This trend has a weak dependence on [ ]a Fe .
We have indicated the locus where the low-[ ]a Fe sequence is
well populated (that is, where Rpeak is best determined) and
along this sequence the correlation between [ ]Fe H and Rpeak is
incredibly tight.
The behavior of individual high-[ ]a Fe MAPs also confirms

that high-[ ]a Fe MAPs do not display a break in their surface-
density profiles, but are instead consistent with a single
exponential. For all MAPs along the high-[ ]a Fe sequence,
Rpeak is constrained to lie outside of the observed volume.
The radial dependence of ( )S R is displayed in Figure 11.

This figure only shows MAPs along the well-populated high-
and low-[ ]a Fe sequences for clarity, but the behavior of other
MAPs is similar, albeit noisier. It is clear that the radial profiles
for all but the lowest [ ]Fe H MAP are well constrained to have
the broken-exponential form with an almost universal shape
around Rpeak. The inner profile is typically shallower than the
outer profile, except for lower-[ ]Fe H MAPs. However, these
MAPs are only sparsely populated at the large distance from
the Galactic center where their outer profiles are constrained, as

Figure 9. Radial surface profile ( )S R of the four broad abundance-selected subsamples indicated in Figure 5. The gray region gives the 95% uncertainty range. All
profiles are relative to the density at =R 8 kpc; an arbitrary offset in the vertical direction has been applied to separate the four profiles. The three low-[ ]a Fe
subsamples are best represented as a broken exponential, while the high-[ ]a Fe subsample consists of a single exponential distribution over the full radial range that is
observed.
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we employ the flaring model of Equation (7) (the flaring
profile is explored in more detail for the MAPs below using
the alternative flaring models). An alternative model is that
each subsample consists of the sum of two exponentials
(the model of Equation (9)); this model does not fit as well
(see Table 1). We have also fit a generalized model where
the vertical profile consists of the sum of two exponentials
that flare exponentially with the same scale length. In all
cases, the best fit for this general model reverts to that of the
single-exponential, flaring model. All of the low-[ ]a Fe
subsamples are consistent with a common flaring scale
length of » -- -R 0.1 kpcflare

1 1. We refine this measurement
in Section 5.2 below.

Like for the surface-density profile, the high-[ ]a Fe
subsample is consistent with the simplest model, in this case
a single vertical exponential with a constant hZ(R). That is, we
see with high confidence that the high-[ ]a Fe subsample does
not display the same kind of flaring as the low-[ ]a Fe
subsamples, but hZ(R) is instead constant. We refine the
quantitative constraint in Section 5.2 below.

5. THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF MAPS

In this section we repeat the density fits from the previous
section, but we perform them on abundance-selected sub-
samples that are narrower in [ ]Fe H and [ ]a Fe . That is, we use
MAPs, defined here as abundance bins with widths of

[ ]D =Fe H 0.1 dex and [ ]aD =Fe 0.05 dex. We do not
make use of other abundances for defining MAPs, but stress
that our empirical description does not assume chemical
homogeneity beyond ([ ] [ ])aFe H , Fe . As discussed at the
end of Section 2.2, these widths are about twice as large as the
uncertainties in these quantities and the contamination between
MAPs is therefore small. Because of the small number of stars
in the statistical APOGEE-RC at high [ ]a Fe , we perform fits
for MAPs with at least 15 stars; the measurements for MAPs
with so few stars are noisy, but informative enough to help
establish trends. We again discuss the results for the surface-
density and vertical profiles separately, but both were measured
simultaneously for all MAPs.

5.1. The Surface-density Profile

Inspired by the fits to the broad abundance-selected
subsamples in Section 4.1, we fit a broken-exponential ( )S R
to each well-populated MAP. We constrain these broken-
exponential models to have an inner profile that is increasing
with R and an outer profile that is decreasing, although the vast
majority of MAPs have well constrained profiles without this
prior constraint that satisfy it. For MAPs that are best fit as a
single exponential, this constraint forces Rpeak to lie at small R;
without this constraint, the fit would have a degeneracy
between very small Rpeak and very large Rpeak (as long as Rpeak
is outside of the observed volume). We always use the
combined Marshall et al. (2006) and Green et al. (2015)
extinction map, which provided the best fit to the broad
subsamples above.
We display the dependence on ([ ] [ ])aFe H , Fe of the peak

of ( )S R in Figure 10. We determine Rpeak typically to 0.3 kpc,
while the range of Rpeak covers about 8 kpc. Thus, the smooth
trends seen in Figure 10 are determined at high significance.
These more detailed results confirm the behavior found for the
broad subsamples in Section 4.1. Low-[ ]a Fe MAPs have an
increasing Rpeak with decreasing [ ]Fe H , ranging from

»R 5 kpcpeak at the highest [ ]Fe H , to »R 13 kpcpeak at the
lowest [ ]Fe H . This trend has a weak dependence on [ ]a Fe .
We have indicated the locus where the low-[ ]a Fe sequence is
well populated (that is, where Rpeak is best determined) and
along this sequence the correlation between [ ]Fe H and Rpeak is
incredibly tight.
The behavior of individual high-[ ]a Fe MAPs also confirms

that high-[ ]a Fe MAPs do not display a break in their surface-
density profiles, but are instead consistent with a single
exponential. For all MAPs along the high-[ ]a Fe sequence,
Rpeak is constrained to lie outside of the observed volume.
The radial dependence of ( )S R is displayed in Figure 11.

This figure only shows MAPs along the well-populated high-
and low-[ ]a Fe sequences for clarity, but the behavior of other
MAPs is similar, albeit noisier. It is clear that the radial profiles
for all but the lowest [ ]Fe H MAP are well constrained to have
the broken-exponential form with an almost universal shape
around Rpeak. The inner profile is typically shallower than the
outer profile, except for lower-[ ]Fe H MAPs. However, these
MAPs are only sparsely populated at the large distance from
the Galactic center where their outer profiles are constrained, as

Figure 9. Radial surface profile ( )S R of the four broad abundance-selected subsamples indicated in Figure 5. The gray region gives the 95% uncertainty range. All
profiles are relative to the density at =R 8 kpc; an arbitrary offset in the vertical direction has been applied to separate the four profiles. The three low-[ ]a Fe
subsamples are best represented as a broken exponential, while the high-[ ]a Fe subsample consists of a single exponential distribution over the full radial range that is
observed.
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we employ the flaring model of Equation (7) (the flaring
profile is explored in more detail for the MAPs below using
the alternative flaring models). An alternative model is that
each subsample consists of the sum of two exponentials
(the model of Equation (9)); this model does not fit as well
(see Table 1). We have also fit a generalized model where
the vertical profile consists of the sum of two exponentials
that flare exponentially with the same scale length. In all
cases, the best fit for this general model reverts to that of the
single-exponential, flaring model. All of the low-[ ]a Fe
subsamples are consistent with a common flaring scale
length of » -- -R 0.1 kpcflare

1 1. We refine this measurement
in Section 5.2 below.

Like for the surface-density profile, the high-[ ]a Fe
subsample is consistent with the simplest model, in this case
a single vertical exponential with a constant hZ(R). That is, we
see with high confidence that the high-[ ]a Fe subsample does
not display the same kind of flaring as the low-[ ]a Fe
subsamples, but hZ(R) is instead constant. We refine the
quantitative constraint in Section 5.2 below.

5. THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF MAPS

In this section we repeat the density fits from the previous
section, but we perform them on abundance-selected sub-
samples that are narrower in [ ]Fe H and [ ]a Fe . That is, we use
MAPs, defined here as abundance bins with widths of

[ ]D =Fe H 0.1 dex and [ ]aD =Fe 0.05 dex. We do not
make use of other abundances for defining MAPs, but stress
that our empirical description does not assume chemical
homogeneity beyond ([ ] [ ])aFe H , Fe . As discussed at the
end of Section 2.2, these widths are about twice as large as the
uncertainties in these quantities and the contamination between
MAPs is therefore small. Because of the small number of stars
in the statistical APOGEE-RC at high [ ]a Fe , we perform fits
for MAPs with at least 15 stars; the measurements for MAPs
with so few stars are noisy, but informative enough to help
establish trends. We again discuss the results for the surface-
density and vertical profiles separately, but both were measured
simultaneously for all MAPs.

5.1. The Surface-density Profile

Inspired by the fits to the broad abundance-selected
subsamples in Section 4.1, we fit a broken-exponential ( )S R
to each well-populated MAP. We constrain these broken-
exponential models to have an inner profile that is increasing
with R and an outer profile that is decreasing, although the vast
majority of MAPs have well constrained profiles without this
prior constraint that satisfy it. For MAPs that are best fit as a
single exponential, this constraint forces Rpeak to lie at small R;
without this constraint, the fit would have a degeneracy
between very small Rpeak and very large Rpeak (as long as Rpeak
is outside of the observed volume). We always use the
combined Marshall et al. (2006) and Green et al. (2015)
extinction map, which provided the best fit to the broad
subsamples above.
We display the dependence on ([ ] [ ])aFe H , Fe of the peak

of ( )S R in Figure 10. We determine Rpeak typically to 0.3 kpc,
while the range of Rpeak covers about 8 kpc. Thus, the smooth
trends seen in Figure 10 are determined at high significance.
These more detailed results confirm the behavior found for the
broad subsamples in Section 4.1. Low-[ ]a Fe MAPs have an
increasing Rpeak with decreasing [ ]Fe H , ranging from

»R 5 kpcpeak at the highest [ ]Fe H , to »R 13 kpcpeak at the
lowest [ ]Fe H . This trend has a weak dependence on [ ]a Fe .
We have indicated the locus where the low-[ ]a Fe sequence is
well populated (that is, where Rpeak is best determined) and
along this sequence the correlation between [ ]Fe H and Rpeak is
incredibly tight.
The behavior of individual high-[ ]a Fe MAPs also confirms

that high-[ ]a Fe MAPs do not display a break in their surface-
density profiles, but are instead consistent with a single
exponential. For all MAPs along the high-[ ]a Fe sequence,
Rpeak is constrained to lie outside of the observed volume.
The radial dependence of ( )S R is displayed in Figure 11.

This figure only shows MAPs along the well-populated high-
and low-[ ]a Fe sequences for clarity, but the behavior of other
MAPs is similar, albeit noisier. It is clear that the radial profiles
for all but the lowest [ ]Fe H MAP are well constrained to have
the broken-exponential form with an almost universal shape
around Rpeak. The inner profile is typically shallower than the
outer profile, except for lower-[ ]Fe H MAPs. However, these
MAPs are only sparsely populated at the large distance from
the Galactic center where their outer profiles are constrained, as

Figure 9. Radial surface profile ( )S R of the four broad abundance-selected subsamples indicated in Figure 5. The gray region gives the 95% uncertainty range. All
profiles are relative to the density at =R 8 kpc; an arbitrary offset in the vertical direction has been applied to separate the four profiles. The three low-[ ]a Fe
subsamples are best represented as a broken exponential, while the high-[ ]a Fe subsample consists of a single exponential distribution over the full radial range that is
observed.
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A: Stellar Disc Structure
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High-resolution hydro simulations:  
Future plans: How much 

evolutionary memory is encoded in 
the structure of the stellar disc?
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dissect the stellar disc in `classical´ 6D phase space using 

Galactic Structure Finder (GSF)  
Obreja+(incl. Buck) 2018 subm. 

parameter set (jz /jc , jp /jc , e)

• What is the chemo-kinematical structure of the disc? 
• What are the differences between morphologically, 
    chemically and kinematically defined disc components? 
• Do the kinematics of (disc) stars encode information  
    about the formation of the MW?

Kinematic decomposition of stellar 
discs

kinematic decomposition also possible for external galaxies: Zhu+2017
KoCo - MPIA
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 The Build-up of different kinematic 
components in simulations

10 Obreja et al

Figure 7. The spatial distribution evolution of the progenitors of the five stellar kinematic components of g8.26e11. The dashed circles
represent the virial radii at each redshift. All panels are centered on the center of mass of the progenitor dark matter halo at the

corresponding redshift. The projection is the same across all redshifts, set as the yz-plane of z=0. The physical scale is 600 kpc/side.

tween the various galaxy components. At early epochs the
spins of all components grow approximately linearly with
time until they reach their maximum values, at redshifts
around 3. This early behavior reproduces well the predic-
tions of the tidal torque theory (Hoyle 1951; Peebles 1969;
Doroshkevich 1970; White 1984), which links the angular
momentum acquisition in protogalaxies with the torques in-
duced upon each other by neighboring collapsing regions of
the universe. In this framework, a collapsing region is ex-
pected to attain its maximum angular momentum when it
reaches its maximum extent and its evolution decouples from
the universal expansion. In the spherical collapse model, this

time is called turn-around. Therefore, we can identify the be-
ginning of the g8.26e11 halo collapse with this turn-around
redshift, zturn ⇠3. After this time, all components lose part
of their angular momenta, with the dark matter losing only
⇠30%, while the two bulges lose more than 95%. Among
the five kinematic components, the thin disk loses the least,
⇠60%.

The merger at z⇠1.6 is easy to identify in both the
sizes evolution plot (top right of Figure 6) and the shapes
one (bottom left). This epoch marks the halo virialization,
zvir ⇠1.3, as exemplified by the dark matter r50 reaching its
equilibrium value, and by the sharp dips in the evolution
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baryons

Obreja+(incl. Buck) 2018 subm.

see also: Amorisco2017 (stellar haloes), Teklu+2015 (ang. mom.), Burkert+2016 (observed ang. mom.)

Monachesi+2016 (metallicity profile of stellar haloes)

timez=3 z=0
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High-resolution hydro simulations:  
Future plans: The information 

content of the orbital action space
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What are orbital actions?

 57
g8.26e11

orbital actions are integrals of motion 

steady state, axisymmetric case: orbital actions are conserved

Figure 1.12: Four typical thin disk orbits in the MW and their actions. The orbits were integrated
using galpy in the MilkyWayPotential2014 by Bovy (2015). We show a circular orbit (pink), a shell
orbit (orange), a planar rosette orbit (green), and a general orbit with excursions both in the plane
and perpendicular to the plane at z = 0. Panel (a) shows the four orbits in Galactocentric cartesian
(x, y) coordinates around the GC at (x, y) = (0, 0). Panel (b) shows a detail of the orbits around
(x, y) = (8, 0) kpc. Panel (c) show the projection into Galactocentric cylindrical (R, z) coordinates. Panel
(d) shows the orbits in the radial velocity vs. position plane (R, vR), and Panel (e) in the vertical velocity
vs. position plane (z, vz). The last Panel (f), shows the radial and vertical action JR and Jz (which
are both defined in the range [0, Œ]) for all four orbits calculated using the Stäckel Fudge (colored dots;
see Section (1.4.4) and estimated as the area inside the orbits in panels (d) and (e) (black circles; see
description in Section 1.4.2).

1.4.2 Heuristic Introduction to Actions

Near-circular orbits. The paths that stars follow in the smooth gravitational potential of the
Galaxy are called orbits. Orbits can look quite complex, as demonstrated in panels (a)-(c)
of Figure 1.12. This figure displays four typical example orbits in the Galactic disk, inte-
grated using the galpy.orbit module in the axisymmetric, time-independent MW-like potential
MWPotential2014 by Bovy (2015). We show a circular orbit (pink), a rosette orbit in the plane
(green), a shell orbit (orange), and an orbit that will eventually fill a approximately cylindrical
annulus in the Galactic disk (blue). Describing the time-evolution of a star along its orbit requires
the full 6D (x(t), v(t)) path, which is very complicated and unpractical. Panel (c) in Figure
1.12 indicates, however, that all four example orbits are in fact quite similar: They all follow
the circular orbit at the so-called guiding-center radius Rg = 8 kpc and z = 0 with velocity
v

circ

(Rg) = 220 km s≠1 around the GC, with only small oscillations around the mean position.
The overall mean rotating motion of the four stars is therefore very easily described by (i) the
azimuthal position „ within the Galaxy, which changes periodically from 0 to 2fi with the circular
frequency
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Û
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Figure 1.12: Four typical thin disk orbits in the MW and their actions. The orbits were integrated
using galpy in the MilkyWayPotential2014 by Bovy (2015). We show a circular orbit (pink), a shell
orbit (orange), a planar rosette orbit (green), and a general orbit with excursions both in the plane
and perpendicular to the plane at z = 0. Panel (a) shows the four orbits in Galactocentric cartesian
(x, y) coordinates around the GC at (x, y) = (0, 0). Panel (b) shows a detail of the orbits around
(x, y) = (8, 0) kpc. Panel (c) show the projection into Galactocentric cylindrical (R, z) coordinates. Panel
(d) shows the orbits in the radial velocity vs. position plane (R, vR), and Panel (e) in the vertical velocity
vs. position plane (z, vz). The last Panel (f), shows the radial and vertical action JR and Jz (which
are both defined in the range [0, Œ]) for all four orbits calculated using the Stäckel Fudge (colored dots;
see Section (1.4.4) and estimated as the area inside the orbits in panels (d) and (e) (black circles; see
description in Section 1.4.2).

1.4.2 Heuristic Introduction to Actions

Near-circular orbits. The paths that stars follow in the smooth gravitational potential of the
Galaxy are called orbits. Orbits can look quite complex, as demonstrated in panels (a)-(c)
of Figure 1.12. This figure displays four typical example orbits in the Galactic disk, inte-
grated using the galpy.orbit module in the axisymmetric, time-independent MW-like potential
MWPotential2014 by Bovy (2015). We show a circular orbit (pink), a rosette orbit in the plane
(green), a shell orbit (orange), and an orbit that will eventually fill a approximately cylindrical
annulus in the Galactic disk (blue). Describing the time-evolution of a star along its orbit requires
the full 6D (x(t), v(t)) path, which is very complicated and unpractical. Panel (c) in Figure
1.12 indicates, however, that all four example orbits are in fact quite similar: They all follow
the circular orbit at the so-called guiding-center radius Rg = 8 kpc and z = 0 with velocity
v

circ

(Rg) = 220 km s≠1 around the GC, with only small oscillations around the mean position.
The overall mean rotating motion of the four stars is therefore very easily described by (i) the
azimuthal position „ within the Galaxy, which changes periodically from 0 to 2fi with the circular
frequency
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Rg

=
Û

1
R

3
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4-----
R=Rg ,z=0

(1.3)

image credit: PhD thesis Wilma Trick

orbital actions will be determined by Wilma Trick from Gaia data
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What can we learn from orbital 
actions about the formation of the 

MW?

 58
g8.26e11

• How much evolutionary memory is encoded in the  
    orbit-age-abundance distribution? 
• What aspects of this distribution are generic to disk-

dominated galaxies?  
• What aspects reflect the particular growth-history? 
• Can we identify special stars via their orbital actions?

see also: Maffione+2015, McMillan+2008
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How much evolutionary 
memory is encoded in the 

structure of the stellar disc?

 59
TB+2017

I propose 
• to study the structure of simulated stellar 

discs of MW analogues 
• kinematic decomposition 
• orbital action space
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• are NOT in stellar mass
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•How much evolutionary 
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How did the Milky Way form?

•clumps (Buck+2017)

• are ONLY in stellar light

• are NOT in stellar mass
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dwarf galaxy population

mock observations

structure of the MW

code development

•correct number, mass and 
structure of dwarf galaxies

•backsplash galaxies are 
common (Buck+2018 to be subm.)

•How much evolutionary 
information is contained 
in the structure of MW’s 
stellar disc? (planned)

How did the Milky Way form?

•chemical enrichment (currently)

•parameter free SF laws 

(planned)

•clumps (Buck+2017)

• are ONLY in stellar light

• are NOT in stellar mass



